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Abstract 
8, a notion of forcing over E(wl), the E-closure of L(wl), is said to be effective if every 
sideways g-generic extension preserves E-closure. There are set notions of forcing in E(wl ) 
that do not preserve E-closure. The main theorem below asserts that 9 is effective if and only 
if it is locally proper, a weak variant of Shelah’s notion of proper. 
1. Introduction 
Effecting forcing alludes to forcing over an E-closed structure. The prime example is 
E(wl ), the E-closure of 01, the least E-closed structure with 01 as an element. E(ol ) 
equals L(K) for some ordinal K less than the first Z1 admissible beyond 01. E-closed 
means: 
for all x E L(K) and e < w. {e}( x is Normann’s extension of Kleene’s concept of ) 
partial recursive function from objects of finite type to all sets x. In this paper L(K) 
is always E(wl) except in Section 2, where the elements of E-recursion are sketched. 
Let 9 E L(x) be a notion of set forcing. 9 is said to be efictive if every P-generic 
G preserves E-closure, that is, L(Ic, G) is E-closed. (G can be assumed to be a subset 
of ~1, since every member of L(K) can be injected into w1 in L(Jc).) Locally proper 
is a weak variant of Shelah’s proper forcing. The main result below is the equivalence 
of effective and locally proper forcing. 
To force over E-closed structures is to force computations to converge or diverge. 
Forcing computations differs radically from forcing sets. Every set notion of forcing 
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preserves Zi admissibility. Not so for E-closure. If G collapses wi to o, then E(K, G) 
is not E-closed, because E(rc, G) = E(rc,A) for some A s o and E(B) is Zi admis- 
sible for all BE CO. The connection made in Section 3 between proper forcing and 
preserving E-closure is a consequence of how computations are forced to diverge. A 
Moschovakis divergence witness, defined in Section 2, is forced to exist by a construc- 
tion that ranges unboundedly over a countable co-re substructure of L(K). (The latter 
is a weakening of the notion of Zi substructure. Recall that one version of proper 
forcing uses countable elementary substructures and forcing conditions generic over 
those substructures.) 
Sections 4 and 5 contain imperfect results along the following lines. There exists a 
forcing relation that is locally proper but not proper, and another that preserves 01 but 
not the E-closure of WI. 
E(ol ) Proviso. Almost everything below makes sense for L(K), an arbitrary E-closed, 
initial segment of L. On the other hand, this paper focuses on E(oi). From now on 
L(K), with no qualification, is arbitrary, and when E(wl ) is meant, some qualification 
such as (= E(oi )) will be inserted. 
I E L(rc) is a co-re substructure of L(rc) if I is E-closed, and if for all e c o and 
m,a E I: 
(1.1) 
34~ E m A {e}(x,a) tl 
- 3x[x E (m fl I) A {e}(x, a) t]. 
I is said to be pointed if 3b[b E I A rc: 4 11. ICY, the greatest reflecting ordinal, is 
defined in Section 2. 
9 E L(K) (= E(ol )), a set forcing relation, is locally proper if for each p E P and 
a E L(K) there is a countable, pointed co-re substructure I E L(K) such that 
(1.2) (i) p,a E I and 
(ii) 3q[q E P A p 2 q A q generic over 11. 
(p >q is “p is extended by q”.) The last part of (ii) means: if D is a dense set of 
conditions, suitably definable over I, then q C U(D n I), i.e., 
V~[q~s~3r(rEDnIAsnr#0)]. 
D is of the form {r]r 11 9 or r IF lF}, where 4t is 
(1.3) (i) 1~1~ E 1 A ](m)(a)] = 11, or 
(ii) V’b3yb E c + 21 E I A [{n}(b)] <I] (a,c E I). 
The genericity of q will be seen to imply that p cannot force {e}(a) to converge 
outside I. 
For now the definition of proper forcing in E(wl ) is left open-ended. The following 
clauses certainly belong. There exists a closed, unbounded class C of countable, co-re 
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substructures that covers E(oi), and such that for each I E C, 
(1.4) Vp3q[p E I 4 q generic over 11. 
Familiar notions of set forcing in L(K)(= E(ul)) are proper in the above sense. 
These include ccc, countably closed and perfect. It seems reasonable to require that C 
be E-recursive on L(rc). 
2. E-recursion revue 
{e}(x), the eth partial E-recursive function, is defined by the Normann schemes [4]. 
A leisurely, but not overly detailed, account of E-recursion can be found in [8]. From 
now on the “‘E” will be dropped as often as clarity allows, e.g., “recursive” in place 
of “E-recursive”. If e is not the Giidel number of a scheme, then {e}(x) diverges (t). 
One of several rudimentary schemes is 
{2)(x, Y) = 1x9 Y]. 
There are also schemes for bounding, composition and enumeration. The last is 
U](e,x, Y) = {eHx,Y). 
The N symbol denotes equality for partial functions: their graphs are equal. A com- 
putation instruction is an (n + 1 )-tuple of the form (e,xs, . . . ,x,-l). For simplicity let 
n be 1. (e,x) is an instruction to try and compute {e}(x). In order to shrink several 
cases of definitions and proofs to one case, scheme T is introduced. 
{2m .3”)(x) 1 (converges) if 
(2.1) {m](x) 1 and 
VY[Y E {m](x) + {n](y) 11. 
Scheme T (for typical) combines the most salient features of bounding and compo- 
sition. From now on scheme T will be the only scheme considered. The concept of 
computation is derived from that of immediate subcomputation instruction. 
(2.2) (m,x) is an immed. subcomp. instr. of (2m .3”,x). 
(2.3) If {m}(x) 1, then @,Y) is an immed. subcomp. instr. of (2m . 3”,x) for all 
Y f {m](x). 
(2.4) If d is not the Godel number of a Normann scheme, then (d,z) is an immed. 
subcomp. instr. of (d,z). 
The relation, b is a subcomputation instruction of a, in symbols a > u b, is the 
transitive closure of the relation, b is an immed. subcomp. instr. of a. The latter is r-e, 
but the former is not. Tfe,x) is the computation tree generated by (e,x); its top node is 
(e,x); underneath are all subcomputation instructions of (e,x). By transfinite induction, 
(2.5) Tc~,~) is wellfounded t--+ {e}(x) 1 . 
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A class is E-recursively enumerable (or more simply, re) if it is the domain of a partial 
E-recursive function. The following predicates are re: 
(2.6) bl < 1% 
(2.7) la]<]b( < 00. 
00 is the length of every divergent computation. If b is a convergent computation 
instruction, then fbl, the length of b, is the ordinal height of Tt,. 
Gun& selection says there is a partial recursive function s such that for all e,n < w: 
(2.8) We](n) 1 - r(e) 1 A{e)(s(e)) 1 . 
The proof of (2.8) is a fixed point argument based on the re-ness of (2.6) and (2.7); 
it assigns the least possible value to I(e)@(e))]. Expressions (2.6) and (2.7) were 
initiated by Moschovakis, who aptly dubbed them stage comparison. 
Gandy selection is the most general selection principle available in E-recursion the- 
ory. Note that selection fails for subsets of wi re in 01; otherwise E(W) would be Ci 
admissible. Perhaps this is why the study of forcing over E(W) is so convoluted. In the 
absence of strong selection E-recursion makes do with reflection. y is an a-rejecting 
ordinal if 
L(y) + 9 implies L(rcz) + 5 
for every Zi formula 9 of ZF with a (and 01) as its only non-integer parameters. rci 
is the supremum of all ordinals recursive in a (and wi). 6 is recursive in a (and wi) 
if 6 = {e}(a,wi). Since L(rc) = E(oi), 
K = sup{rcJa < WI}. 
Let 
rc; = sup{y]y is a-reflecting}. 
Clearly K: <IC:. Slightly less clear is rc; < rc; it follows from the Zi inadmissibility 
of L(X). Much less clear is rc; < rc;. An inequality of the last sort was proved in [5] 
in order to make a forcing argument work for the E-closure of 220. Later Harrington 
[2] showed 
(2.9) K$ < rc,““, 
and it is his approach that leads to rci < e in the setting of E(wl). 
Recall the E(cq) Proviso of Section 1. In accord with it, from now on wi is a 
hidden parameter in computations of the form {e}(x) for x E E(q). For example, WI 
is a recursive ordinal. 
Kechris’s basis theorem states: 
(2.10) 
W E m A {e](b,x) tl 
- 3b[b E m A {e}(b,x) 7 A ~~~~~ <K?‘]. 
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Harrington’s approach to K, in (2.9), together with (2.10), leads to: 
(2.11) If {e}(a) T, then a Moschovakis witness to {e}(a) t is first-order definable 
over L(K& WI ). 
The witness of (2.11) is a function on cu defined by an co-recursion whose limit 
is $ and whose nth stage invokes (2.10). A variation on this w-recursion is used to 
prove that locally proper forcing preserves E-closure in Section 3. 
Let Z be a co-ye substructure as defined in Section 1. Z is E-closed. Suppose {e}(u) T 
for some a E I. A divergence witness for {e}(u) is definable over Z as hinted in the 
previous paragraph. The simplest example of a co-re substructure (of L(K) = E(W)) is: 
zl_l = {xJJc;<K, Ax E L(rc,)} (lc, = lc!). 
IO is countable, and Is n 01 = IQ n 01 for some ks -C 01. Slaman [9] introduced the 
rcr spectrum: 
(2.12) 
~~,6 is defined for all 6 < recf(rc), the re cofinality of K (same as the EfCK) cofinality 
of rc). Since L(K) = E(wi ), the only possible values for recf(rc) are w and o:(~). The 
rcc, spectrum is so called, because for all B C ~01 in L(rc), 
(2.13) 36[6 not a limit A $ = rcr,b]. 
Associated with each ~,,6 is a canonical co-re substructure 
(2.14) Z, = {xl$<rc,a Ax E L(rcr,a)}. 
There are of course other co-re substructures. For example, by forcing there is a co-re 
substructure J E L(K) such that 
Vx[x E J - K; < lc,] A J g L(q). 
Forcing supplies an x such that 6 < rc,. but x E L(K) - L(K,). It turns out that for 
every co-re substructure I, the supremum of the ordinals in Z is a member of the K,. 
spectrum. 
An arbitrary set forcing relation 9 E L(K) can be sketched as follows. A generic 
G is a subset of wi. Forcing conditions are coded by countable ordinals. A typical 
element of t(rc, G), for any G C WI, is of the form {e}(a, G), where a E L(rc) and 
I{e}(u, G)I < K. Among the formulas of the language Y(K, 9) are: 
(i) I{e](eWl = 0 (0 < K); 
(ii) Wl{e}(4 WI = al; 
(iii) x E {e}(a,9). 
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(i) and (iii) are ranked formulas. In (ii) the range of the existential quantifier is K. 
The meaning of (iii) will be clearer after T(p,e, a, a), a set of terms that name the 
elements of {e}(u, G), is defined. A simultaneous recursion on r~ defines 
(2.15a) P It- He)(a)1 = a (“q’ is omitted for notational simplicity); 
(2.15b) F(P, e, 4 0); 
(2.1%) 4 k s E {e)(a). 
When CT = 0, {e}(a) is Q. For all p, p jl_ lg[ = 0. .F(p,e,a,O) = (~$5 < WI}. And 
q It_ 4 E 22 iff q says so. A complete account of the recursion when c > 0 would 
include a clause for each Normann scheme. One clause corresponding to scheme T 
(2.1) will suffice to show how (2.15) is built up. Thus 
P It- IP” .3%a)l = a iff 
(2.16a) %k,[P II- I{mHa>l = 719 
(2.16b) P IF V~~~<,[X E {m)(a) + I{n%>l = Tl9 
(2.16~) P II- ~~<~we)l = * v %n[x E {m)(a) A I{~NX)I 2zll. 
In (2.16b) and (2.16c), x ranges over F(p,m,u,y). 
Y_(P,2m *3”,a,o) = {{n)(t)lt E F(P,W&IJ)). 
q IF s E {2m .3”}(a) iff for some 0, 
q 11 1{2” .3”}(u)l = a and s E S(q,2m .3”,u,a). 
From now on 9’ will be a suppressed parameter, as is 01. Thus (2.15a) and (2.15~) 
are relations E-recursive on L(K), and (2.15b) is a function E-recursive on L(rc). 
A set D of forcing conditions is said to be dense if 
‘Wpk 2 P E 4. 
Call G generic if for every dense D definable over L(rc) there is a p E D such that 
G E p (i.e., G satisfies p). In Section 3 it is shown that only the Ci D’s matter. 9 is 
said to be efictive if for every P-generic G, L(rc, G) is E-closed. In short, there are 
no p and a such that 
P Ii- IM(4I = K. 
The primary tool for studying 9’ is > y, the tree of possibilities. Each node of > y is 
of the form (p, e, s), where s is a term of LZ’(rc, 9). 
(2.17) kc,4 >&,f,r) iffp>qAq II-* (4 >U (LO. 
> y anticipates all the possibilities for > u. It_* is the weak forcing relation: 
p It_* 9 iff 13q[p>q A q It 191. 
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To clarify (2.17) unpack it in the case of scheme (T). 
(p,2* .3”,4 >V (q,n,t) ifi 
Plq, 
4 IF l{~Hs)l = 0 (some o < K), 
4 IF t E W(s). 
> v has the wellfoundedness property if > v below (p, e, t) is wellfounded whenever 
P II- Wl{eHt)l = 01. 
A countably closed P has wellfoundedness, but a ccc P need not. This is why the 
original proofs that countably closed and ccc preserve E-closure are so different [6,7]. 
It might be possible to characterize all S’s with wellfoundedness along lines proposed 
by Baumgartner. 
3. Effective equals locally proper 
Keep in mind that L(rc) is E(oi), and that 01 and 9 are suppressed parameters. 
Theorem 3.1 Let 9 E L(K)(= E(wl)) b e a set notion of forcing. Then 9 is eflective 
lr 9 is locally proper. 
Proof. Assume B is effective. Fix p,a, b,c and G so that G is generic and G E p. 
Choose q so that p >q and for some 8 
q IF l$p.a.b,c = 0. 
The reasoning behind (2.13) also shows 8 is rcr,6, where 6 = 0 or 6 is a successor. 
The natural choice for the I of (1.2) is 1~. Zd is countable and pointed; the point is 
rc,,g_t if 6 > 0. From now on the point is yet another suppressed parameter. It is safe 
to asstmre p, a, b, c are effectively equivalent to countable ordinals, i.e., have the same 
E-degree as a countable ordinal modulo the suppressed parameters. So p,a E Ia and 
Consider an arbitrary generic GO E q. Let D be a dense set of forcing conditions. Then 
Go E r for some r E D. Suppose 
(3.1) r IF I{~kz)l = 1; 
the set of all such r is computable from a,y. Let r,-, be the least such r with Go E r. 
Then 
ro<&,y,a. 
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But rc?,’ < rc,,6 because Go E q. So ro E I. Note that the set of all r such that 
(3.2) MY E Z * r It- I(m)(a)I = 11 
is re, because y, if there is one in I, has to be computable from r,a by reflection. 
Suppose r forces l(3.2). The set of all such r is co-re, since, by reflection, r does 
not force l(3.2) iff 
3s[s<ErAr>sAs I/- (3.2)]. 
By Kechris’s basis theorem (2.10), there is an ra such that GO E Q, rs IF 1(3.2), and 
~~~~~~~ < IC,,J.Again ro E I. r 
Now suppose r forces 
(3.3) VZJ’b3y[b E E + Y E Z A I{n)(!z)l q1. 
In (3.3) y can be computed from b, c, GO since 
r&&c 
r < &,6. 
But then y is bounded above by some ys computable from c,Gs. Hence the least r, 
call it rs, that forces (3.3) is computable from c, GO. So rs E Z since ~$3~ <rc,.,g. Note 
that the set of all r that force (3.3) is re. 
Finally suppose r forces l(3.3). The set of all such r is co-re, since, by reflection, 
r does not force l(3.3) iff 
3s[s&r A r 2s A s ]I_ (3.3)]. 
Now assume 9’ is locally proper. Fix p,a. Then there is a co-re substructure Z such 
that p,a E I. In addition there is a q < p such that 
where D is any dense set of conditions as just before (1.3). Also Z is pointed; there 
is a z E Z such that tir 6 I. z can be taken to be a relation on ordinals, so KziX $! Z for 
all x E I. From now on z will be suppressed as in 01. Let sup Z be the supremum of 
all ordinals in I. Suppose 
(3.4) P Ii- I{eH4I> SW. 
The plan is to show that q forces a divergence witness for {e}(a), a witness first-order 
definable over L(supZ, G) for all generic G E q, The tree of possibilities below (p, e, CZ) 
will be developed in considerable detail. Each level of the tree will contain countably 
many r’s (from I) that cover q. Each such r will be associated with an f and b E Z 
such that 
(3.5) r IF IW(b)l~ supZ 
Then each generic G E q will belong to some r, (with associated fn and b, as in 
(3.5)) on level n of the tree below (p,e,a), and the sequence nrz](f,, b,) will define a 
divergence witness for {e}(a). 
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The r’s for level n are found by recursion on n. At level 0, the p, e and a of (3.4) 
serve as the needed r, f and b. Fix n 2 0, and let r,,, fn and b, be associated with level 
n: 
m,b, E I; 
(3.6) r, rl q # 0; and 
rn II- IWWP supI 
Assume fn is an instance of Scheme T: fn = 2’ ’ 3’. Let D be the dense set of 
conditions that force 
(3.7) IuJwl~ suPI 
or force 1 (3.7). Then r,, nq is covered by DnI. The r’s in DnI that force (3.7) are 
in accord with the plan. Consider an r E D n I that touches r, n q and forces 1 (3.7). 
Then 
r It- {uMd = c 
for some c E I. The plan requires that r n r,, n q be covered by conditions  E I such 
that 
(3.8) s It_ 3b[b E c A I{o}<b>l2 supI]. 
Let E be the set of all s such that forces “3b.. .” of (3.8) or forces its negation. E nI 
covers r n r, n q. Suppose (for a contradiction) that there is an s E E n I such that 
r n r, n q n s cf 0 and s forces the negation of “3b.. .” of (3.8). Thus 
(3.9) r II- V’bW E c - Y E 1 A I{v)<b>l < rl. 
Recall the proof that effective implies locally proper. The y of (3.9) can be computed 
from s, b, c by reflection. So 
s It- W E c - I{~M>l < loI 
for some ye E I; hence 
r n rn n 4 n r It I-LGMJ < supI, 
contrary to (3.6). 
One last detail. The “Y’ of (3.8) is not of any use unless s E I implies some b E I 
satisfies (3.8). Such a b is available because 
(3.10) {bib E c As It_ I( > supI} 
is co-re and I is a co-re substructure of L(rc). To check that (3.10) is co-re, observe 
that 
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is equivalent to 
(3.11) %ly[s>t A 1 It- I{u}(b)l <y < supl]. 
Furthermore, t and y are computable from s, b by reflection; SO (3.11) is re. 
4. Preserving cardinals but not E-closure 
This section is devoted to an example of forcing that preserves wt but not E-closure. 
Once again L(K) equals E(w). Assume the co-re cofinality of 01 is or. 
Theorem 4.1 There exist B C 01 and 9 E L(K, B) such that: 
L(Ic, B) is E-closed; 
9 preserues 01; 
but 9 does not preserve E-closure. 
Proof. If L(lc,B) is E-closed, then o, UK) is preserved in L(K, B). Otherwise L(K, B) = 
E(A) for some A & o, and then rc is Et admissible. B, as constructed below, is some- 
what, but not quite, generic via conditions that are countable initial segments of wt. 
Forcing with such conditions is countably closed. It is not difficult to verify that count- 
ably closed forcing is locally proper, and so preserves E-closure by Theorem 3.1. B is 
designed to exclude the ~~ spectrum in the following sense. Each ~~,a has a canonical 
code 
Note that y < 01 since L(K) = E(wl). j6 will be kept out of B for all 6. 
The forcing conditions in B are all countable, closed initial segments of wi that are 
subsets of B. Suppose B preserved E-closure. Let H be g-generic over L(K, B). Then 
L(K, B,Z-Z) is E-closed. By Proposition 4.3, the canonical code for e” belongs to H. 
But then it belongs to B despite its exclusion. 
First a standard argument to show 9 preserves wt. Let t be a term in the forcing 
language for H over L(rc,B) such that 
for some p E P. Let qo = p. For each n, choose the least (qn+l, 8,) such that qn > qn+l 
and qn+l II_ t(n) = cJ,. An1(qn,6,,) is computable from p, t. Let 
YO = sup dom U, qn. 
Repeat (with qo replaced by the least condition that extends q,, for all n) to obtain 
yt. Repeat further to generate yg (/3 -K WI). For successor 8, proceed as above. For 
limit /?, yg is the sup of everything previous. Thus 
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is a closed subset of 01 in L(K, B). Part of the design of B below ensures that B is 
stationary with respect o all closed subsets of 01 in L(rc, B). So some yg E B. The 
definition of yg implies there is a sequence An]r, such that sup dom U, r, = yg. Hence 
U, r, is a condition, and 
Now the definition of B. B(= U{pslS < 01)) is constructed in 01 stages. The pa’s 
are as follows: 
(bl) dom(ps) = j,. ps+lcjs) = 0. (Thus, h $ B.) 
If 6 is a limit, then pa = U{pyly < 6). If a < /I, then pa > pp. 
(b2) {(pa, 6) 16 < /?} is definable over L(rc,s) uniformly in 6. 
(b3) Suppose 6 is not a limit and even. Let pi be ~6-1 if 6 # 0, and null otherwise. 
Let 
$l(e~,yfl) (b < 01 A /3 not a limit A fl even) 
be an enumeration of o x wt E-recursive in 01, 
eg denotes {ea}(% /3,01). 
_ 
pi preserves IC~,~, i.e., rcpS <Icr 6. 
Of course pi 2 ps. In addition, either 
P6 I- lesl < Kr,6, 01 
pa forces a Moschovakis witness to e6 5 to be first-order definable over L(rc,,a,W). 
(b4) Suppose 6 is not a limit and odd. Let C be any closed subset of 01 E-recursive 
in r~~,~-~,oi. Then p&) = 1 for some y E C. (Thus B n C # 8.) 
The object of (b3) is to make L(rc,B) E-closed. In order to see how (b3) is satisfied, 
recall the proof that countably closed forcing preserves E-closure as presented in [8] or 
[5]. That argument shows pa can be extended in one of two ways. The first produces 
a q and a 8 such that 
Then dom q < ja; otherwise js 6~ q, 01 (c1< b < WI -+ a GE /I, 01) and then pa does 
not preserve rcY,s. The second produces a q that forces some An/~(n) to witness the 
divergence of eg. q is of the form U,, q,,. Each qn forces w,, to be the nth leg of a 
divergence witness and preserves u,g, hence has domain < js. The q,,‘s and w,‘s are 
defined in a first-order fashion over L(K,,s). Countable closure is needed to insure that 
lJ, qn is a forcing condition. 
The object of (b4) is to make B touch every closed subset of 01 in L(K). (b4) is 
satisfied with the help of two points. First, each subset of 01 in L(rc) is E-recursive 
in &ccl for all sufficiently large countable 6. And ja -_E r~~,d,wt for all 6. Second, 
Lemma 4.2 implies: if C is a closed subset of wi E-recursive in K,,~_~,oJ~, then 
js = sup(C fl j,). 
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Lemma 4.2 Suppose C is a closed subset of 01 in E(wl). Let j be the canonical 
code for some element of the rcr spectrum. If 
C<Eb,ol l\b <j, 
then 
j = sup(C fl j). 
Proof. Let f enumerate C in increasing order. Then f <EC, 01. It suffices to show 
b<y<j-f(y) <j. 
Assume b < y <j. Then j $~y,oi. So j $Ey,b,ol, since b+y,ul. Hence j $E 
f(r),b,w ad SO j$!Ef(y),wl. Finally f(r) < j. 
Proposition 4.3 Suppose L(K, B, H) is E-closed. Assume cof(K’ = o.$(K’B’H) and H is a 
closed unbounded subset of co, L(K) Then the canonical code for eH belongs to H. .
Proof. Let f enumerate H in strictly increasing order. Then 
f(s)<EB,H,a (uniformly in 6). 
Let j be the canonical code for rc;“. Observe that 
VS(S < j - f(6) < j). 
Otherwise, for some 6 < j : f (6) 2 j, and so j GE f (6); but then j <<E B, H, 6. Hence 
f(j)=jandjEH. 
5. Locally proper but not proper 
The main outcome of this section is the existence of a set forcing B E L(K) such that 
9 is locally proper but does not preserve Ci stationary subsets of o_$@). S c o:(~) is 
said to be Ci stationary if S touches every X C m:(X) such that X is closed, unbounded 
and CL@) Thus it seems reasonable to assert 9 is not proper despite the fact that 1 * 
“proper” has not yet been defined. Marcus [3] offers a definition of “proper” and 
shows that proper forcing preserves Zi stationary sets (Lemma 5.2 below). 
The re-cofinality of y < IC is the least R such that for some W c L(K): 
W is E-re on L(K); 
sup w = y; 
ordertype of W = 1. 
Since L(K) = E(u):@)), reef (Ic) is either o or oi L(K) In this section, as in Section 4, .
reef (rc) = co?(‘). Then reef (wfcK)) = co:(K), as are the ZfcK) - cofinalities of coy”’ 
and K. 
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From now on, 01 is w:(~). In essence, 9 is the notion of forcing introduced by 
Baumgartner, Harrington and Kleinberg. 9 will be seen to preserve E-closure and so 
is locally proper by Theorem 3.1. 0~ is an adaptation of Jensen’s o to E(wt ). 
0~: There exists a sequence {&]a < 01) in L(K) such that 
(i) S, g CI for all c( < wt; 
(ii) for each Cf(K) -definable S C_ 01, the set 
{als f-l a = Sol} 
is Et -stationary; 
(iii) ($1~ < 01 } is lightface Cf’W”-definable. 
The proof of 0~ is a slight alteration of the proof of o in L given by Devlin [ 1, p. 1251. 
S, is defined by Zi@‘) recursion on 01 so (iii) is immediate. At limit a’s, whenever 
possible, an L(rc)-least pair (S,, C,) is chosen so that C, is a closed, unbounded subset 
of X, and does not touch {&& n/l = Sp}. 
Suppose clause (ii) of OE fails for S. Then there is a closed, unbounded C C_ 01, 
Z~‘K’-definable, and not touching { u]S il a = &}. Let (S, C) be L( rc)-least. Let H be 
the CLcKc) hull of {wi, S, C}. Let z map H isomorphically onto its transitive collapse 
Ho. Sirrice the CLcK) -cofinality of rc is 01, it must be that H, hence Ho, belongs to L(K). 
Let7[((1)1)=a.‘~enn(S)=S,,n(C)=C,,S”a=S,,Cna=C,andarC. 
Theorem 5.1 There exists a set notion of forcing 9 E E(ol) such that 9 is locally 
proper but not proper. 
Proof. Let {Sala < 01) be a OE sequence for E(wl) as above. Define Cr stationary 
sets 
St0 = {ala = S,}, and 
St1 = {ala - (0) = SW}. 
Then St0 and its complement are stationary and definable over L(ot ); one of them, 
say 30, contains an unbounded subset of {ja+t Ia < WI}, the set of canonical codes 
for {rc,,g+t]6 < 01). The forcing relation 9 is designed to kill the stationarity of the 
complement of Sto. A forcing condition p is the characteristic function of a countable 
closed subset of St,. A generic G is the limit of such p’s, hence a closed subset of 
30. 
Fix p E P and b E 01 to see 9 preserves E-closure. It suffices to find q< p and 
8 < K such that 
Choose c E St0 and d < c so that p, bdsd. c is the canonical code for some ~,,a+] 
that will serve as 0. There is an eo such that for all G C_ 01: 
(i) {eo)(G, b) t; 
(ii) ~~~~ is the least y such that a witness to the divergence of {eo}(G, b) is first-order 
definabl; over L(y, TC({G, b})) (cf. [8, p. 2711). 
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B is not countably closed; nonetheless the plan is to build q as if 9 were. Thus q 
is the limit of a sequence q,, (n c CO), where each q,, forces the existence of the nth 
leg of a Moschovakis witness w to the divergence of {es}(‘ZJ,b). Then q forces the 
existence of w. Some assembly is required to make (dom q) E Sto; otherwise q is not 
a condition. Choose (Inlc,) E L(K) so that U, c, = c. The qn’s can be chosen so that: 
(i) PO& and qn%+l; 
(ii) c, E dom q,,; 
(iii) qn<Ecol,cm for some m. 
Consequently dom q = c E 30. Observe that c is a limit point of S& otherwise c6 EX, WI 
for some x < c, since S& <<nor. 
Lemma 5.2 (Marcus [3]) Suppose 9 E E(ol ) (= L(K)) is proper, G is P-generic 
and S E E(w) touches every closed unbounded Cf@) subset of 01. Then S touches 
every closed unbounded subset of 01 in L(K, G). 
Proof. B is locally proper, so L(K, G) is E-closed by Theorem 3.1. The kr spectrum 
of L(K, G) is a subclass of the IC, spectrum of L(K); also the canonical codes for the 
K, spectrum relative to G are a subclass of those for L(K). To be precise, consider 
rcF6. There is a y such that ICE,? = rcFg. The canonical codes are: 
Then j,, = jf. A related fact is Z, c 1:. 
Let D be a closed subset of 01 in L(K, G). Suppose D <z b, WI, G. By Lemma 4.2 
relativized to G, if j is a canonical code for some member of the rc: spectrum, then 
(5.1) b < j--+j’ED. 
9’ is proper, so there exists C, a closed, ret-on-L(rc) class of co-re substructures a so- 
ciated with 8. Recall that j(K,,?) is the canonical code for IC,,~. For any p, let 
cp = dj(supl)l@z)[p E I A z E Cl}. 
CJ’ is a closed unbounded .J?) 1 subset of WI, and so has an unbounded intersection 
with S. Then there is a q < p and an I E C such that 
b < j(supZ) E CP n S, and 
q is subgeneric over I. 
Since 9 is proper, q forces sup I to be an element of the K,” spectrum. Since G is 
P-generic, G belongs to such a q, and so j(sup1) E D by (1). 
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6. Further results and questions 
A trove of further information on Effective Forcing can be found in Marcus’s Ph.D. 
Thesis [3]. She studies E-closed L(K)‘s of the form E(y), where y is a regular cardinal 
of E(y). She makes explicit the definition of proper left implicit in the proof of Lemma 
5.2. She also raises many questions. 
An ambitious reader might wish to verify directly that ccc forcing is locally proper 
by exploiting the tree-of-possibilities approach of Section 3. 
The example of Section 4 could stand some improvement. Surely there is a S E 
L(K) such that B preserves 01 but not E-closure. (Beware false proofs of this last 
conjecture.) 
Slaman has asked for a forcing relation that is not re (cf. [8, 270) but is effective. 
Most likely there is one by the arguments of Sections 4 and 5. 
Farewell to higher recursion theory (but not to recursion theory; there is no way to 
say goodbye to recursion theory). 
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